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Horizon Forbidden West - Complete Edition
Out Now!





£49.99
-10%
£44.99







Dragon's Dogma 2
Out Now!





£53.98
-10%
£48.58







SAND LAND




£49.99
-15%
£42.49







SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition




£24.99
-22%
£19.49







Ghost of Tsushima DIRECTOR'S CUT




£49.99
-10%
£44.99


















[image: Dragon's Dogma 2]
 
Dragon's Dogma 2

Dragon’s Dogma is a single player, narrative driven action-RPG series that challenges the players to choose their own experience – from the appearance of their Arisen, their vocation, their party, how to approach different situations and more. Now, in this long-awaited sequel, the deep, explorable fantasy world of Dragon’s Dogma 2 awaits.


 
£53.98
-10%
£48.58










[image: Football Manager 2024]
 
Football Manager 2024

Progress never stops when you’re pursuing footballing greatness. Gameplay upgrades empower you to develop a blueprint for success on and off the pitch.


 FLASH



 
£44.99
-37%
£28.49










[image: Horizon Forbidden West - Complete Edition]
 
Horizon Forbidden West - Complete Edition

Experience the epic Horizon Forbidden West™ in its entirety with bonus content and the Burning Shores expansion included. The Burning Shores add-on contains additional content for Aloy’s adventure, including new storylines, characters, and experiences in a stunning yet hazardous new area.


 
£49.99
-10%
£44.99
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Dragon's Dogma 2 / Set forth on your grand adventure

£53.98
-10%
£48.58








[image: Kādomon: Hyper Auto Battlers]
 
Kādomon: Hyper Auto Battlers / Collect and battle

£8.50
-10%
£7.65








[image: Terra Memoria]
 
Terra Memoria / Discover a cute little RPG and its world

£16.75
-10%
£15.08








[image: SAND LAND]
 
SAND LAND / Explore the legendary world of SAND LAND

£49.99
-15%
£42.49








[image: STAR WARS™: Battlefront Classic Collection]
 
STAR WARS™: Battlefront Classic Collection / The Definitive Battlefront Collection

£29.33
-10%
£26.40








[image: Expeditions: A MudRunner Game]
 
Expeditions: A MudRunner Game / A new off-road adventure awaits!

£34.99
-10%
£31.49








[image: Horizon Forbidden West - Complete Edition]
 
Horizon Forbidden West - Complete Edition / Rise above our ruin

£49.99
-10%
£44.99








[image: Open Roads]
 
Open Roads / Embark on a family road trip

£15.99
-20%
£12.79








[image: Classified: France '44]
 
Classified: France '44 / Command an elite team of allied forces

£34.99
-10%
£31.49








[image: Millennia]
 
Millennia / Create your own nation in Millennia

£34.99
-5%
£33.24








[image: SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition]
 
SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition / Now Available

£24.99
-22%
£19.49








[image: Banishers: Ghosts of New Eden]
 
Banishers: Ghosts of New Eden / Solve haunting cases

£44.99
-25%
£33.74








[image: SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY!]
 
SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY! / It’s a snow day, dude!

£24.99








[image: Shin Megami Tensei V: Vengeance Digital Deluxe Edition]
 
Shin Megami Tensei V: Vengeance Digital Deluxe Edition / Explore a Post-Apocalyptic World

£59.99
-10%
£53.99








[image: The Settlers: New Allies]
 
The Settlers: New Allies / Now Available

£49.99
-10%
£44.99








[image: Ghost of Tsushima DIRECTOR'S CUT]
 
Ghost of Tsushima DIRECTOR'S CUT / Play through Jin Sakai’s journey

£49.99
-10%
£44.99








[image: The Thaumaturge]
 
The Thaumaturge / Everyone has their own demons

£29.50
-15%
£25.08









	
Charts

	
Under £5

	
Under £10





	1.	


Dragon's Dogma 2
	-10%	£48.58
	2.	


HELLDIVERS 2
	-10%	£31.49
	3.	


Football Manager 2024
	-37%	£28.49
	4.	


Yakuza Kiwami
	-10%	£14.39
	5.	



Age of Empires II: Definitive Edition - Return of Rome
	-10%	£8.99
	6.	


Resident Evil 4 Gold Edition
	-10%	£35.98
	7.	


LEGO Marvel: Super Heroes
	-20%	£11.99
	8.	


Manhunt
		£5.99
	9.	


DARK SOULS II: Scholar of the First Sin
	-10%	£26.99
	10.	


Star Wars Republic Commando
	-77%	£1.62


» See the gamesplanet charts
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Banishers: Ghosts of New Eden

£44.99
-25%
£33.74
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Rail Route

£20.99
-36%
£13.43
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[image: Mutant Year Zero: Road to Eden]
 
Mutant Year Zero: Road to Eden

£28.49
-72%
£8.09
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[image: Conan Exiles - Complete Edition]
 
Conan Exiles - Complete Edition

£133.53
-39%
£81.19
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[image: Remnant: From the Ashes]
 
Remnant: From the Ashes

£30.99
-71%
£8.91
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[image: Torchlight III]
 
Torchlight III

£30.99
-81%
£5.99
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[image: Star Wars Republic Commando]
 
Star Wars Republic Commando

£7.19
-77%
£1.62
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[image: Void Bastards]
 
Void Bastards

£24.99
-71%
£7.29











Hot Deals





[image: Armed and Dangerous]
 
Armed and Dangerous

£4.79
-77%
£1.10









[image: Star Wars Jedi Knight II: Jedi Outcast]
 
Star Wars Jedi Knight II: Jedi Outcast

£7.19
-77%
£1.62
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KovaaK's

£7.19
-45%
£3.99
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New Releases
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Construction Simulator - Gold Edition

This bundle includes not only the base game Construction Simulator, which already offers over 100 contracts, a selection of more than 90 machines by 24 licensed manufactures and more construction-related fun, but also a lot of additional content that has been released before the Gold Edition.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation



£37.99
-15%
£32.29
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Britannia

Leave your mark on the island


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac] 
Arcade & Indie / Strategy



£20.99
-10%
£18.89
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SteamWorld Build Mechanized DLC

Explore new mines with new puzzles to solve, construct a new building to empower your newfound buddies, and encounter new exciting enemies who are determined to make you rue the day your shovel struck the dirt.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£7.99
-15%
£6.79
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SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition

SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition includes the base game and SteamWorld Build Mechanized DLC.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£24.99
-22%
£19.49
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Saviorless

Embark on a journey to The Smiling Islands, the realm of the Saviors, where an enigmatic guide beckons. The seasoned narrator has shared this story countless times, yet none have graced the miraculous land. Can you seize your narrative and ascend as a Savior?


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Arcade & Indie



£11.99
-15%
£10.19
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Assetto Corsa Competizione - 24H Nürburgring Pack

The most anticipated moment for Assetto Corsa Competizione has finally come. Nürburgring 24 hours is in.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation / Sport
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Open Roads

Long-lost family secrets. Hints of a hidden fortune. And miles to go before they sleep. Tess Devine’s relationship with her mom has never been easy, but they’re about to set out together on a journey into the past that they’ll never forget.


[image: Windows PC] 
Adventure / Sport



£15.99
-20%
£12.79
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Pepper Grinder

Pepper Grinder is an action-packed 2D adventure blending traditional platforming with an alternate drilling mode that allows you to dive in and out of the earth like a dolphin swims through water.


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Action / Arcade & Indie



£12.79
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Chef Life - Tokyo Delight

Explore Japanese gastronomy with the TOKYO DELIGHT pack, which includes 8 iconic recipes, new decor items to transform your restaurant into an authentic izakaya, and equipment for your chef.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation



£10.99
-10%
£9.89
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The Magical Mixture Mill

Brew magical mixtures for the local questing heroes - and keep them coming back for more! Team up with a mushroom-loving witch to restore her run-down shop. Build automated production lines, experiment with exotic ingredients, explore a cozy world - and try not to blow everything up.


[image: Windows PC] 
Adventure / Simulation
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Terra Memoria - Deluxe Edition

The Deluxe Edition includes Terra Memoria with its Artbook & OST


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / RPG (Roleplay)



£20.86
-10%
£18.77
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Terra Memoria

A shortage of magic crystals and the sudden awakening of ancient robots leads six new friends on an incredible investigation across Terra – a cozy and fantastic world that combines 3D and pixel art.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / RPG (Roleplay)



£16.75
-10%
£15.08
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Millennia: Premium Edition

The Millennia: Premium Edition includes the following content: The Base Game, Wolfpack Warband & Eagle Archers cosmetics, Millennia: Ancient Worlds and Millennia: Atomic Ambitions.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£49.99
-5%
£47.49
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Millennia

Create your own nation in Millennia, a historical turn-based 4X game that challenges your strategic prowess across 10,000 years of history, from the dawn of humanity to our possible futures.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£34.99
-5%
£33.24
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SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY! Underpants Gnome Cosmetics Pack

Elevate your style with The Underpants Gnome Cosmetics Pack! Unleash your fashion creativity with a trendy Underpants Gnome hat, a stylish beard, a vibrant and a green tunic.


[image: Windows PC] 
Action



£2.49









[image: SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY! Digital Deluxe Edition]
 


SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY! Digital Deluxe Edition

Get even more South Park with the "SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY! Digital Deluxe Edition". This special edition includes more cosmetic packs, additional weapon types and a new game mode.


[image: Windows PC] 
Action



£39.99
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SOUTH PARK: SNOW DAY!

Play as the New kid in South Park and join Cartman, Stan, Kyle, and Kenny, in three-dimensional glory, to celebrate the most magical day in any young child’s life - a snow day!


[image: Windows PC] 
Action



£24.99
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The Settlers: New Allies - Deluxe Edition

The Settlers®: New Allies - Deluxe Edition includes the game, the Deluxe Pack, and the Explorer Pack.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£69.99
-10%
£62.99
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The Settlers: New Allies

The Settlers®: New Allies is a strategy game with an in-depth build-up experience and real-time strategic battles.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£49.99
-10%
£44.99
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Cities: Skylines II - Deluxe Relax Station

Drift into a world of tranquility with Deluxe Relax Station, where ambient melodies and soothing soundscapes gently envelop you. This radio transforms your city building session into a harmonious journey, setting the perfect auditory scene for creativity and calm.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation / Strategy



£4.49
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Construction Simulator - Gold Edition

This bundle includes not only the base game Construction Simulator, which already offers over 100 contracts, a selection of more than 90 machines by 24 licensed manufactures and more construction-related fun, but also a lot of additional content that has been released before the Gold Edition.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation



£37.99
-15%
£32.29
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SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition

SteamWorld Build Deluxe Edition includes the base game and SteamWorld Build Mechanized DLC.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£24.99
-22%
£19.49
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SteamWorld Build Mechanized DLC

Explore new mines with new puzzles to solve, construct a new building to empower your newfound buddies, and encounter new exciting enemies who are determined to make you rue the day your shovel struck the dirt.


[image: Windows PC] 
Strategy



£7.99
-15%
£6.79
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Blade Prince Academy - Deluxe Edition

Blade Prince Academy - Deluxe edition includes the base game, the Original Soundtrack, and the digital artbook.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / RPG (Roleplay)



£27.12
-10%
£24.41
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Saviorless

Embark on a journey to The Smiling Islands, the realm of the Saviors, where an enigmatic guide beckons. The seasoned narrator has shared this story countless times, yet none have graced the miraculous land. Can you seize your narrative and ascend as a Savior?


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Arcade & Indie



£11.99
-15%
£10.19
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Spinnortality | cyberpunk management sim

Found a company, spread fake news, start riots and become immortal. In this cyberpunk management sim, wealth is power and corporations are king. Can you monopolize the globe and build a corporate empire that will stand forever?


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Arcade & Indie / Simulation



£9.99
-55%
£4.50
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Assetto Corsa Competizione - 24H Nürburgring Pack

The most anticipated moment for Assetto Corsa Competizione has finally come. Nürburgring 24 hours is in.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation / Sport
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Open Roads

Long-lost family secrets. Hints of a hidden fortune. And miles to go before they sleep. Tess Devine’s relationship with her mom has never been easy, but they’re about to set out together on a journey into the past that they’ll never forget.


[image: Windows PC] 
Adventure / Sport



£15.99
-20%
£12.79
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Pepper Grinder

Pepper Grinder is an action-packed 2D adventure blending traditional platforming with an alternate drilling mode that allows you to dive in and out of the earth like a dolphin swims through water.


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Action / Arcade & Indie



£12.79
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NASCAR Heat 5 - Next Gen Car Update (2022)

The 2022 Season Expansion DLC brings the excitement of the historic 2022 NASCAR Cup Series season to NASCAR Heat 5. The 2022 content will feature all three Next Gen vehicles, as well as the primary schemes for the entire team and driver roster from the season. This content will be playable in "Race Now," "Career Mode," and "Online Multiplayer."


[image: Windows PC] 
Sport



£8.50
-10%
£7.65
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Chef Life - Tokyo Delight

Explore Japanese gastronomy with the TOKYO DELIGHT pack, which includes 8 iconic recipes, new decor items to transform your restaurant into an authentic izakaya, and equipment for your chef.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation



£10.99
-10%
£9.89
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Terra Memoria - Deluxe Edition

The Deluxe Edition includes Terra Memoria with its Artbook & OST


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / RPG (Roleplay)



£20.86
-10%
£18.77
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Terra Memoria

A shortage of magic crystals and the sudden awakening of ancient robots leads six new friends on an incredible investigation across Terra – a cozy and fantastic world that combines 3D and pixel art.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / RPG (Roleplay)



£16.75
-10%
£15.08
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Urbek City Builder - Defend the City

Build military facilities to be able to defend against enemy bombings. Increase the range of your defences so you can expand without fear of being destroyed by bombardment.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / Simulation



£4.29
-5%
£4.08
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Scrapnaut

Create your own farm and produce food. Use your cooking pot and discover different types of meals.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie



£10.99
-10%
£9.89
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DESTRUCTURE: Among Debris

In DESTRUCTURE: Among Debris you use the power of (very totally realistic) physics to destroy the world around you. Following a devastating, apocalyptic event, the world is filled with garbage, abandoned structures and angry robot turrets and it is your mission to clean it from this dusty mess.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie



£8.50
-10%
£7.65
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Cafe Owner Simulator

We were inspired by sandbox and simulation games, where players can create something of their own, set up processes, develop their creation, put their soul into it and show their creativity. In Cafe Owner Simulator you have such an opportunity, our goal is to give the world a game - in which everyone can realize his dream and open his own restaurant business.


[image: Windows PC] 
Simulation



£15.89
-10%
£14.30
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Urbek City Builder

Urbek is a city building game where you can build your own neighbourhoods: from nightlife district to industrial district. Don't exhaust your natural resources before you have an educated population to build more efficient structures.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / Simulation



£16.29
-10%
£14.66
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Technicity

A first-person city-building game with powerful tools that allow you to build faster and bigger. Design your own construction blocks and furniture in factories, terraform the open world, build roads and use vehicles to travel to different cities that you or your friends create in solo or coop mode.


[image: Windows PC] 
Arcade & Indie / Simulation



£14.49
-10%
£13.04
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Hands of Necromancy

Hands of Necromancy is a Dark Fantasy FPS metroidvania, inspired by classics such as Heretic and made with the GZDoom engine. Wield weapons, magic or transform into a fearsome monster to slay your foes, then raise them as undead servants and unleash even more carnage to become a master Necromancer!


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Action / Arcade & Indie



£4.29
-5%
£4.08
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Sons of Valhalla

Sons of Valhalla is a combat and base-building game set in the Viking Age. Build fortresses and lay siege to enemy strongholds, gather warriors and board longboats, and engage in personal combat as you raid and conquer across England.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 05.04.2024
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Botany Manor

Welcome to Botany Manor, a stately home in 19th century England. You play as inhabitant Arabella Greene, a retired botanist. Explore your house and gardens, filled with research, to figure out the ideal habitat of forgotten flora. Grow each plant to discover the mysterious qualities they hold…


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 09.04.2024
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Gigantic: Rampage Edition

GO GIGANTIC! THE UNIQUE MOBA HERO SHOOTER RETURNS!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 09.04.2024
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Children of the Sun

On a deadly road trip into darkness, control the path of a single bullet and unleash a fury of vengeance on the sinister cult that ruined your life in this tactical puzzle-shooter.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 09.04.2024
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Headquarters: World War II

Headquarters World War II is a fast-paced turn-based strategy game where your battlefield tactics are as important as your army management skills. Experience both sides of the war, battling in Europe as the USA, the UK, or Germany. Storm bunkers, occupy houses, win tank duels, or set up ambushes for the enemy armor. All while making sure you improve, upgrade and boost all your available units


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 11.04.2024
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Vertical Kingdom

There's nowhere to go but up! Vertical Kingdom is a card-based city builder roguelite with a twist - you can only build vertically, literally reaching for the sky with each city. Lead expeditions to gather resources, construct metropolises, and build ever upwards!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 15.04.2024
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The Dead Await

Build your deck and try to survive in The Dead Await, a deck-building RPG set during a zombie apocalypse. As one of many survivors, set out across the desolate world, discover the truth about the outbreak, and rebuild human civilization - or die trying.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 15.04.2024
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No Rest for the Wicked

From Moon Studios, the award-winning developers of Ori and the Blind Forest and Ori and the Will of the Wisps comes No Rest for the Wicked, a visceral, precision Action RPG set to reinvent the genre.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 18.04.2024
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Dead Island 2

A deadly virus is spreading across Los Angeles, turning its inhabitants into zombies. Bitten, infected, but more than just immune, uncover the truth behind the outbreak and discover who - or what - you are. Survive, evolve and become the ultimate Zombie Slayer.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 22.04.2024
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Eiyuden Chronicle: Hundred Heroes

Eiyuden Chronicles: Hundred Heroes is designed to bring players a modern take on a classic JRPG experience. Get ready to lead 100+ playable characters through a war-torn world only you can save.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 23.04.2024



£44.99
-15%
£38.24
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Eiyuden Chronicle: Hundred Heroes - Digital Deluxe Edition

Eiyuden Chronicles: Hundred Heroes is designed to bring players a modern take on a classic JRPG experience. Get ready to lead 100+ playable characters through a war-torn world only you can save.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 23.04.2024



£64.99
-15%
£55.24
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Oddsparks: An Automation Adventure

Design automated workshops for your odd and adorable Sparks to carry and craft everything, including more of themselves! Lead your squad of Sparks into combat. Explore a strange fantasy world, in single player or online co-op. Unearth the ancient mystery of the Sparks!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 24.04.2024
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SAND LAND

SAND LAND is an action RPG where you become the main character as Beelzebub, a Fiend Prince. Lead your company of heroic misfits and explore the legendary world of SAND LAND developed by the creator of Dragon Ball & Dr. Slump, Akira Toriyama.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 25.04.2024



£49.99
-15%
£42.49
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SAND LAND - Deluxe Edition

The SAND LAND Deluxe Edition includes: The Base Game, My Room Furniture Set: Army Base, My Room Furniture Set: Hideout, Speed Demon Pack and Beelzebub Decal Set.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 25.04.2024



£54.99
-15%
£46.74
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TopSpin 2K25

The TopSpin franchise returns with TopSpin 2K25, featuring tennis legends Roger Federer, Serena Williams, and a cast of other playable pros, competitive single-player and multiplayer modes, all four historic Grand Slams®, and much more!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 25.04.2024



£49.99
-10%
£44.99
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TopSpin 2K25 Deluxe Edition

The TopSpin franchise returns with TopSpin 2K25, featuring tennis legends Roger Federer, Serena Williams, and a cast of other playable pros, competitive single-player and multiplayer modes, all four historic Grand Slams®, and much more!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 25.04.2024



£89.99
-10%
£80.99
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TopSpin 2K25 Grand Slam Edition

The TopSpin franchise returns with TopSpin 2K25, featuring tennis legends Roger Federer, Serena Williams, and a cast of other playable pros, competitive single-player and multiplayer modes, all four historic Grand Slams®, and much more!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 25.04.2024



£104.99
-10%
£94.49
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Manor Lords

Manor Lords is a medieval strategy game featuring in-depth city building, large-scale tactical battles, and complex economic and social simulations. Rule your lands as a medieval lord -- the seasons pass, the weather changes, and cities rise and fall.


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 26.04.2024
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Victoria 3: Sphere of Influence

Put your diplomatic skill to the ultimate test in Sphere of Influence, a new expansion to Victoria 3. Pull other nations into your orbit through diplomatic skill, economic leverage or straightforward bribery. Building a durable international faction of like-minded governments, pursuing common goals for a common good and the glory of your power.


[image: Windows PC][image: Apple Mac][image: Linux] 
Release: 06.05.2024



£24.99
-5%
£23.74
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Prison Architect 2

Welcome Architects! Design and develop your own personalized penitentiary in Prison Architect 2. The classic prison-builder has broken out into 3D, and it’s up to you to contain it!


[image: Windows PC] 
Release: 07.05.2024



£34.99
-5%
£33.24
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Today is SNOW DAY in South Park - Check out the THQ launch trailer!
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Dragon's Dogma 2 - Review Score Roundup














Gamesplanet Advantages

	 Authorized retailer since 2006
	 Buy games legally and secure online
	 Be part of the community and show off your content
	 Games for Windows PC, Mac OS and Linux
	 Secure connections – everything is encrypted



Always available
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Secure connections – always and everywhere


All connections are SSL-encrypted, not only for payments




Means of payment at Gamesplanet


These payment providers are available at Gamesplanet:
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Gamesplanet recommends
Dragon's Dogma 2

Millennia

Horizon Forbidden West - Complete Edition

HELLDIVERS 2




CURRENT PROMOTIONS
Assetto Corsa Deals

Funcom Promo

Hot Deals

Gearbox Promo

Freedom Games Promo




TOP 3 GAMES
Dragon's Dogma 2

HELLDIVERS 2

Football Manager 2024
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Or choose one of the following services to log in
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